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you can tally 7.2 link on your computer or laptop or any other device then login to it. on the main home
screen enter the name of the user and password. on the left panel click tally7.2 login and select your

version from the drop down menu. in the next window you will get the login screen of the tally 7.2. sign
in. the screen displays a list of various reports and your product license. you can choose any of the

reports to start analyzing the reports. here we are going to deal with the reports that we are using in
tally erp 9 and tally prime. so at this point only home - home summary and accounts summary are
shown. select all the reports that you want to analyze from the list. in other words, we are going to

analyze the details of sales, purchase, inventory, trade, profit and loss accounts from the tally prime.
accounts summary report is your home away home for every transaction detail as you may not need it
every time. add & remove transactions report shows the detail of adding and removing the transaction

from account balance for that period. as we cannot view the transaction on the same view for this
version of tally, this will be the best and easiest and fastest way to look at transaction details. it is

necessary to login in tally on the mobile phone. once logged in, you can start the transaction. the ledger
of tally erp 9 is always synchronized with pc by an always on timer so that is handy during the day. the

vendor or buyer can add the invoice once the transaction. the seller can create an invoice, add the
invoice number and start the process of posting. the vendor or buyer can enter a bill address, account

transfer and method of payment. the vendor or buyer can also make sure that the bill has been paid by
viewing that the amount billed for the transaction matches with the invoice. the seller can also do the

following;
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poland.if you are not completely
satisfied with your purchase,

simply return the item and we will
gladly refund the purchase price.
de beste taal - de beste taal van
de wereld - beste taalsoftware,
taalsoftware en anderen voor

volwassenen en kinderen. tally
prime gives you the best of both
worlds, with familiar features and

functionality designed for
accountants, and a modern look

and feel designed for
businesses.the following shipping
options are available for this item:
tally erp 9 is a standalone stand-

alone accounting software with it's
own database that is hosted on a
separate server. the installation of
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tally erp 9 is very easy and it is
suitable for small to medium size

business. the biggest advantage of
tally erp 9 is that it is very easy to

learn and it is very easy to use.
the best part about tally is that it

is a totally free software. the
software is completely free to

download and use. the application
is very easy to use and it does not

demand any training from the
users. unlike other accounting

software, the program does not
require any special skills to use

and it is completely user-friendly.
tally erp 9 is very easy to install
and it comes with all the support
that you will need. the software is
very powerful and it has a lot of
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features that can be used to
benefit a business. the software
has many features that can be
easily customized and it can be

adapted to a company's business
practices. tally erp 9 is the best

free accounting software that we
can find. the application is easy to

use and it is very easy to learn.
the application is a stand-alone

accounting software with a
separate database. it comes with a
lot of features that can be used to
benefit a company. there are no
special skills needed to use the

software. the application does not
require any special skills to use
and it is very user-friendly. the
application comes with many
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features that can be easily
customized to suit a company's

needs. the software is completely
free and there is no charge to
download the software. the

application does not require any
special skills to use and it is
completely easy to use. the

application is very powerful and it
has a lot of features that can be
used to benefit a business. the

application does not require any
special skills to use and it is

completely user-friendly.
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